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Processes in the field of sales or promotion at a point of sale and marketing processes are among the 

most dynamic, chaotic and multi-task oriented processes in every company. Problems in project 

management and task management of creative departments were tackled with two completely different 

tools: a complete project/task/CRM/BI tool in Wordpress called Wptaskcrm (PHP) and a mobile 

application for photo reporting in the field Passengereye (Java), also called Potnikapp.                                 

Wptaskcrm provides exceptional flexibility, simplicity and customization speed of input forms and 

printouts, steps and data transfer. 

The new philosophy of intensive task management, which has enabled a new dimension of work, 

makes no longer differences between classical projects, subprojects and tasks, but the levels and 

sublevels are taskable, therefore they allow for simple moves and shifts between tasks and projects 

along the vertical (nesting or horizontal shift somewhere else to another project). The project can 

become a task, subtask and vice versa: it can be transferred to another project as a task (for example, 

unfinished tasks). 

Another advantage of the environment is that the Wptaskcrm program intercepts the Wordpress data 

form. Therefore, users, editors, and process planners can independently create any input mask 

("contact" form) that Wptaskcrm intercepts and writes into created data fields, if they exist (for 

example, the Name or Surname field), if they do not exist, the form is carried out independently. This 

provides an exceptional flexibility to store data, which generates a mini BI on the Wordpress platform 

(formatting tables by pages with a choice of variables). 

The third pillar of environmental performance is that each transmission of a data form belongs to a 

task and a numbered step. Therefore, the editor can generate arbitrary process forms, an unlimited 

number of project steps, or a simple input mask for a tabular data directory. Simplified: the confirmed 

booking form on the hotel's website and confirmed by the buyer (STEP 1) prompts the data and the 

task in STEP 2 (offer from the hotel) and so on. However, only two steps of opening new tasks / 

closing tasks can be created for the most task-intensive departments. The system is used to organize 

workflows, BI/CRM client data (together with Google Data Studio), product quality management and 

product development, sales management, RMA process, ecommerce support and B2B partner intranet 

for projects. The Multisite Wordpress platform makes it possible to quickly generate new project 

areas. It is certainly one of the most customisable, flexible, efficient and low-cost business tools that 

breaks down the established patterns of project management. Wordpress and Wptaskcrm modules 

provide an unlimited design of the working environment due to the abundance of themes and a 

plethora of plug-ins that are still available, developed by thousands of programmers and used by more 

than 60 million users, so old ones are daily tested and new ones are being developed. Multilingualism 

and adaptability of the Wptaskcrm and Wordpress input formats can support any organization in more 

than 90 languages. 

The mobile app Passengereye (Potnikapp) for iOS and Android solves another part of the organization 

of a company, namely the work and control of teams in the field, even in the most difficult conditions 

where there is no data connection with servers (for example, concrete buildings of shopping centres, 

motorways, remote isolated regions, construction sites and similar places outside of offices). The 

application accompanies sales persons, promoters, technical directors, designers and builders. For 

example, the basic method of use is that a sales person logs in at the beginning of the working day, 
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travels to a sales point or a shopping centre, makes pictures and describes the shelves of their own 

products in the centres (makes photo reports) and finishes the work at the end of the day. Reports are 

transmitted as soon as the link to the cloud along with the GPS location is established. The application 

is mainly intended for the assessment and state of replenishment of shelves in the shop and the 

assessment of the presentation of the assortment, although it may look at the beginning as a means of 

controlling employees. Particularly useful is the data aggregation function, for example by 

merchandise groups and brands of trade centres and by the time of capture. This data enables the 

customer to control the quality of shelves and to make an immediate analysis of the sales situation. 

Another advantage is the control and organization of promotional groups across different countries on 

the same day (example degustations or Promo day). The same is valid for the inspection of assembly 

teams or construction sites and for the speed of reporting on the same day with the display of photo 

reports and the working time spent for each single day. 

The application in general provides an overview over the actions of sales persons and promoters, the 

situation at delivery of goods, an overview over the logistic capacities of customers, and most 

importantly a view of the sales shelves and the management of product groups. It is also used for the 

control of campaigns at trade fairs and promotions, it is especially useful, if these are carried out by 

subcontractors. The application records the time, location and activity of the performer, so the 

manager in the company or the customer can track events on the ground, and it saves the sales persons 

also from writing time consuming reports at the end of the day. It provides construction, engineering 

and assembly companies with photo reports from several work groups, by location or by construction 

site. Photo reports and descriptions provide an overview of the beginning of works, partial situations, 

completion and material analysis at site at the end of the day. 

The application Passengereye is suitable for tenders and contracts, as it allows unlimited storage space 

in the personal cloud, immediate capture of photos and content comments on the same day of the 

event, which generates a permanent archive of reports. A very important function of photo reports is 

exporting, easy aggregation and the permanent archive. Highest efficiency means reducing the cost of 

reporting time on the project, since key personnel can devote themselves to project management, 

rather than manage records and reports. 

The applications Wptaskcrm and Passengereye can be connected with Google Data Studio to extract 

additional reports and aggregate data from different places or servers (databases), so it is possible for 

the management to adapt process or data reporting according to daily needs, also outside Wptaskcrm 

or Passengereye frontend/backend interfaces. They can also be connected with an RSS output from 

Passengereye in the form of an XML file and a JSON structured output that can be generated for each 

user individually. This allows on one hand to keep the intranet part of the reports private and on the 

other hand to authorize public reports that are transmitted through manual / cron imports or by direct 

copying to a database on another server. A special promotional control function is to automatically 

send reports to the entire company or to an individual user, to a selected e-mail address. Thus, 

managers and supervisors are updated in a timely manner, and Internet portals can choose  

automatically between three sources: XML, JSON, or loading news feeds - reports via an email 

address. 
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Example WP TASK CRM – example intranet – organization of marketing projects 

 

 

Example WP TASK CRM – example web portal - filling WP TASK CRM via reservation forms. 
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Primer WP TASK CRM – example of an extranet project (cooperation with an agency): 

implementation of simple project tasks in the modes open/close and change level. 

 

 

Example PASSENGEREYE – Potnikapp: use of mobile application in the field 
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Example PASSENGEREYE – Potnikapp: »backend« view of reports at the server. 

 


